Deaths of UCLA Faculty

Mohammad Atik, M.D. died June 5, 2014, at the age of 94. UCLA Professor Emeritus of Surgery or Professor in Residence Emeritus (unknown dates of service) [University IS&C Deceased Annuitants Report for UCLA from UCOP, 7/1/2014]

George Bartzokis, M.D. died August 22, 2014, at the age of 58. UCLA Professor of Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences and Professor in Residence of Neuroscience (1998-2014) [UCLA Office of the Chancellor Death Notice, 8/26/2014; Los Angeles Times paid obituary, 8/29/2014; and other sources] {A memorial service has been scheduled for Nina Byers on Friday, October 24, 2014 at 10:00 a.m. at Woodlawn Cemetery in Santa Monica.}

Nina Byers died June 5, 2014, at the age of 84. UCLA Professor Emerita of Physics & Astronomy (1962-1993) [UCLA Office of the Chancellor Death Notice, 8/5/2014; University IS&C Deceased Annuitants Report for UCLA from UCOP, 7/1/2014; Los Angeles Times paid obituary, 6/29/2014; UCLA Daily Bruin article, 7/21/2014; and other sources] {A memorial service has been scheduled for Nina Byers on Friday, October 24, 2014 at 10:00 a.m. at Woodlawn Cemetery in Santa Monica.}

Chen Chung Chang died June 5, 2014, at the age of 86 or 87. UCLA Professor Emeritus of Mathematics (unknown dates of service) [University IS&C Deceased Annuitants Report for UCLA from UCOP, 8/1/2014]

Lee Goodglick died July 8, 2014, at the age of 54. UCLA Professor of Pathology & Laboratory Medicine (1989-2014) [Los Angeles Times paid obituary, 7/10/2014 and other sources]


James Vincent Maloney, Jr., M.D. died August 18, 2014, at the age of 89. UCLA Professor Emeritus of Surgery (Thoracic) (1955-1991) [Los Angeles Times paid obituary, 8/24/2014 and other sources]

Geoffrey Mess died August 8, 2014, at the age of 54. UCLA Professor of Mathematics (1986-2014) [UCLA Office of the Chancellor Death Notice, 8/11/2014; UCLA Daily Bruin article, 9/2/2014; and other sources]

Carol M. Newton, M.D. died July 16, 2014, at the age of 88. UCLA Professor Emerita of Biomathematics (1967-2007 (on active recall)) [UCLA Office of the Chancellor Death Notice, 7/16/2014 and other sources]

Joseph K. Perloff, M.D. died August 17, 2014, at the age of 89. UCLA Professor Emeritus of Medicine and Pediatrics (1977-2001) [Los Angeles Times editorial obituary, 8/19/2014; UCLA Daily Bruin article, 9/2/2014; and other sources] {A memorial honoring Joseph K. Perloff, MD will be held on Sunday, 9/28/14 at 11 am. For further details, please contact Yvonne Jose at 310-825-2019 or yjose@mednet.ucla.edu.}


Robert Steinberg died May 25, 2014, at the age of 92. UCLA Professor Emeritus of Mathematics (1948-1972) [University IS&C Deceased Annuitants Report for UCLA from UCOP, 7/1/2014 UCLA Daily Bruin article, 6/2/2014; and other sources]

George A. Steiner died June 24, 2014, at the age of 102. UCLA Professor Emeritus of Management (1956-1979) [UCLA Office of the Chancellor Death Notice, 7/7/2014; University IS&C Deceased Annuitants Report for UCLA from UCOP, 8/1/2014; and other sources]

Maurice Anthony "Tony" Verity, M.D. died June 14, 2014, at the age of 83. UCLA Professor Emeritus of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine (unknown dates of service; had been on recall until shortly before his death) [University IS&C Deceased Annuitants Report for UCLA from UCOP; Blog post by his son "Wargamerabbit," 6/24/2014; and other sources]

Death of a UCLA Faculty Spouse

Michael "Mike" Ludmer died June 30, 2014, at the age of 84. Husband of UCLA Librarian Emerita Joyce Pellerano Ludmer. (1975-1995; UCLA Emeriti Association Membership Committee Chair, 20xx-2014) [Los Angeles Times paid obituary, 7/3 to 7/6/2014]
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